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ABSTRACT

In the United Kingdom there were a number of rape threats made to prominent public figures who identify 
feminists. It led to three people being jailed, namely Isabella Sorley, John Nimmo and Peter Nunn. This 
was at a time when the UK police had identified around 50,000 online sex offenders but said they could 
not all be prosecuted. This study investigates the use of rape threats and other threatening language 
based on those tweeted by these people to see the contexts in which they are used. The study finds that 
most rape and other threats made are done as a joke and not with any real malicious intent. The chapter 
recommends on the basis of the evidence necessary for the authorities to use the judgement in DPP v 
Chambers, which would mean the context of an alleged abusive message would be considered.

INTRODUCTION

The term ‘rape’ has to date been one rarely used lightly, usually to refer to the assault by penetration of 
a woman, although many argue the term should equally apply to the sexual assault of men. As a techni-
cal term, one might therefore see rape to refer to the sexual interaction of another without their consent. 
Whilst this might be possible to be generally accepted by many in the area of sex offending, it is not by 
today’s standards the only use of the term. As this chapter explores, the use of the term, even as a threat, 
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has been diluted from one which refers to an unconsented sexual assault to replace a number of verbs to 
reflect different intentions, but usually in a non-serious sense. That is, it can refer to a joke where one is 
being warned of the consequences of one’s actions – such as when one would drop an issue.

Posting messages online that could be menacing towards someone because of a group they belong to, 
such as rape-threats towards someone because they are a woman, can be seen to be a ‘hate crime.’ It has 
been argued that hate crimes have a number of elements, including violence, threats, abuse, intimidation 
and harassment, often manifested as blackmail, vandalism, hate letters and graffiti (Tatchell, 1996). Many 
of these can be seen to be reflected online, of which the sending of rape-threats to women on Twitter 
might be considered quite obvious. However, it is the case that there are two elements to the sending of 
rape-threat messages online, which are that the messages can be either cyber-trolling or cyber-stalking 
(Bishop, 2013a; Bishop, 2014d) . Cyber-trolling refers to looking someone up and posting provocative 
messages to them, but not hate-based ones. Cyber-stalking on the other hand involves the persistent tar-
geting of a specific person with hate messages intended to cause apprehension. Distinguishing between 
the two should be easy, on the basis of the judgements in DPP v Connolly, DPP v Connolly and DPP 
v Chambers (Bishop, 2013b). However, courts such as in the case of R v Isabella Sorley and R v Peter 
Nunn have not given proper consideration to these cases, which might change should offenses under the 
Malicious Communications Act 1988 become ‘either way’ and therefore heard in a Crown Court where 
the judges should be better prepared and with the appropriate amount of time available to them to hear 
defences considering these cases.

The existence of the term and use of the term ‘rape’ online does not simply refer to using the threat-
ening use of the term in a synchronous chat-like environment, such as Twitter. A notable example is the 
situation surrounding former Wales and Sheffield United footballer, Chedwin Evans, who is known as 
Ched Evans. Ched Evans was convicted of rape on 20 April 2012. On his release, the convicted rapist 
continued to plead his innocence and even went as far as to set up a website to proclaim this. The web-
site, chedevans.com, has contained references to social media and other sources that Ched Evans has 
tried to use to suggest the court that found him guilty of rape made the wrong decision. Supporters of 
the convicted rapist have used social media platforms like Twitter to harass and stalk the woman whom 
Ched Evans was convicted of raping, which according to her father led to her having to move home on 
at least 5 occasions. A total of 9 Twitter users were convicted of naming the person Ched Evans was 
found to have raped in November 2012. These were Gemma Thomas, Craig McDonald, Holly Price, 
Michael Ashton, Benjamin Davies, David Cardwell, Paul Devine, Dominic Green, and Shaun Littler.

Such a string of namings might lead to one considering whether a form of joint enterprise existed. 
It was reported in December 2014 that Evans’s victim had to move houses and change her identity 5 
times because she kept being discovered and named on Twitter. Such actions are an offense under the 
Contempt of Court Act 1981, which grants lifetime anonymity to victims of rape. An attempt was made 
to create a “do a Ched Evans” meme, which failed to attract more than 4 postings (Figure 1).

BACKGROUND

Considering the use of the term ‘rape’ and references to similar concepts like ‘stalking’ have dimin-
ished in a social sense, with the words being used in casual conversation. Whether or not this is morally 
desirable it is a fact that media institutions and celebrities who are no longer untouchable will have to 
get used to. Whilst calling someone a Nazi offline is hugely offensive, online it is the norm. This is the 
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same with rape, as whilst on radio the term might not be used in a casual context, and even on TV, on 
the Internet and in discussion areas occupied by the current generation of young people, it is as casually 
a used term as ‘stalk.’

Rape and Stalking In Popular Culture

Rape in popular culture has, since the beginning of film existing as commercial medium, presented 
women as the “weaker sex” and “the victim” (Haskell, 1975). This disgraceful stereotype is exploited by 
feminists to on the one had portray men as aggressors repressing them, and at the same time exploiting 
the good will of others who actually believe the stereotype. Some women will use their femininity to 
gain favour with those chivalrous figures that exist in the police service, who see them as the weaker sex 
in need of protection. At the same time they will seek to be in occupations where the need for strength 
and resilience are necessary qualities. Rape and stalking form part of the armoury of feminists seeking 
to justify their incompetence in making it in a world where patriarchal attitudes exist, even when the law 
prescribes equality. Feminists on the one hand says they want to empower women, yet on the other hand 
want to constrain them by banning the practices by women who want to use their body for something 
other than to abort foetuses. These feminists exploit the myth that rape is done by men against women in 

Figure 1. Tweets referring to “going to Ched Evans you”
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dark alleys because of the clothes women were wearing, rather than present the truth, which is that most 
rapes are done by someone the victim knew. They do this because it shows men, whom they despise, as 
the aggressor. This is doing a disservice to society as a whole who wrongly see rape as a crime of pas-
sion, rather than a means to violate or take advantage of another person (Bishop, 2012). Indeed, there 
is not only sexism when one considers rape, but ageism also. Children sexually assaulted by someone 
who is paedosexual are not said to have been raped, but “attacked by a paedophile.” By creating a special 
term like “paedophile’” as opposed to naming all those who sexually assault children as “child rapists,” 
there is a near acceptance of the practice of those who are sexually orientated towards children who go 
on to rape them. When a woman is raped by a man, he is not called a ‘gynaphile,’ he is called a rapist. 
To suggest paedosexuals who have sex with minors without the informed consent they cannot give are 
somehow different from those whose sexual orientation is towards adults, who have sexual relations with 
those adults without their informed consent, makes no sense at all. Younger people today are, however, 
diluting the seriousness of the word ‘rape,’ as will be explored in the next section, meaning the concept 
of “child rape” may not have the immoral meaning in the future it would at present.

Diminishing in Morality of the Word ‘Rape’

The word ‘rape’ has a long-established history of being associated with violent sexual assaults against 
women by men. Indeed, in the UK, the Sexual Offences Act 2003 specifically connects the term with the 
penetration of a woman by force. The term has, and should be, more generally used to refer to the sexual 
assault of any person of any sex or age involving their anal and genital areas. In most recent times the 
term has developed a less taboo meaning. The term is being used to refer to a lack of willingness to take 
part in sexual relations. A woman might say, “I’m going to get my boyfriend to rape me on Valentine’s 
Day, he is so unromantic,” to refer to the fact her partner has little interest in sex and she has to go to 
extraordinary means to convince him to consent to doing so. The concept of rape is also diminishing 
in terms of the offense it causes. In 2014, radio presenter Kirsty Young made sexist comments about 
Tom Jones. “He pulsates sexuality in a way that is probably unfair,” she said. “I can only imagine he 
is a killer in the sack.” This was followed with the statement, “I was grateful I was interviewing him in 
the autumn of his years, because God knows if he had walked into the studio 30 years ago, I would not 
have been responsible for my actions.” This clearly infers that Kirsty Young would have felt she had to 
rape Tom Jones because of her attraction for him. One can thus see that the term, ‘rape,’ now has the 
desensitised meaning associated with the term, ‘stalk.’ When one thinks of being stalked it throws up 
images of someone on the prowl, which is seen as something that does not happen very often. It is thus 
not deemed offensive to use the term to, for instance, refer to a man who goes from shop to shop, so he 
might say; “she forced me to stalk her around the shopping centre.” More commonly, if one regularly 
meets someone in passing, one might say, “I’m not stalking you” (Nicol, 2006).

Uses of the Word ‘Rape’ for Political and Other Agendas

It has been argued that objectification of women online is a serious problem (Levmore & Nussbaum, 
2010) . Research has shown that the posting of misogynistic messages towards women online is con-
nected with their sex, but this is not because the people posting the messages are sexist per se, with 
it only being the case that they are targeting what they see as a weak spot in a person they do not like 
(Bishop, 2014a; Bishop, 2014b; Bishop, 2014f) . Indeed, it could be argued that many of the feminists 
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that get flamed on the Internet bring the problems on themselves by their own misandrist attitudes 
(Bishop, 2014a; Bishop, 2014b; Bishop, 2014f) . Whilst some have criticised this as ‘victim-blaming’ 
(Hardaker, 2013) such claims fail to understand that the people who flame feminists feel like victims 
themselves. The rise of the campaign, ‘Women Against Feminism,’ shows that the man-hating attitudes 
of Caroline Criado-Perez, who faced rape-threats following calling for less men on banknotes is not 
acceptable in the age of equality. One of the people who flamed Caroline Criado-Perez was a woman, 
namely Isabella Sorley. This shows that the problem with Criado-Perez and her ilk either goes deeper 
than her being a woman, or the term has different uses amongst younger generations than it does to old 
or philosophically weathered people like Caroline Criado-Perez.

The word ‘rape’ has been objectified by feminists as a weapon with which to bash men with. This 
objectification includes perpetuating mistruths that women who are raped are done so as a crime of 
passion because of the way they dress. This fits with the cause of feminists, who can easily prey on 
the ignorance of the public to the fact that most rapes are carefully planned by people who know their 
victim and the idea that women are raped because of how they are dressed is fallacious. The experience 
of being raped is obviously not something a victim would brag about, but feminists see the concept as 
a means to further their cause of protecting women from men - even though a significant proportion 
of rape offences are against men or by women. In the case of statutory rape, the perpetrators are often 
women who are in love with the person they abuse, which is often a male child.

CONCEPTUALISING INTERNET ABUSE AS COMPULSIVE 
FORMS OF CYBER-STALKING AND HARASSMENT

It has been argued that considering digital addiction as compulsive Internet use is a much stronger 
predictor of negative outcomes than excessive Internet use associated with so-called Internet addiction 
(Caplan, 2003). It has been stated that compulsive Internet use is the emotional, cognitive, and behav-
ioural manifestation of anxiety that one is trying to manage through the compulsive behaviour (DeLonga 
et al., 2011). This is a point of view advanced through this chapter.

Compulsive Internet use is known to culminate in negative personal, social, and professional conse-
quences of Internet use (Neo & Skoric, 2009) . It is on this basis that this paper conceptualises the term 
‘digital addiction.’ Whilst it is argued that compulsive Internet use is associated with loneliness (Dalley, 
2010), this is not a problem in its own right. Popular culture depicts Internet trolls as isolated teenage 
men, getting sexual satisfaction from abusing others from the comfort of their parents’ basement. Most 
notably this is evident in the songs ‘Thank You Hater’ by Isabel Faye and ‘URL Badman’ by Lily Al-
len. There is nothing wrong with people with mental disorders sharing their home only with their cats 
for instance, but when their compulsive behaviour has an adverse effect on others, then that is when 
their compulsion becomes an addition. Some people might seek public office in order to get a sense of 
importance to overcome their insecurities, whereas the trollers discussed in this study turn to the Inter-
net. Digital addiction can thus be seen as an anti-social and problematic manifestation of compulsive 
reactions to anxieties that results in harm to others, whereas the term ‘Internet addiction’ can apply to 
anyone who spends too much time online including where it is only them that are adversely affected.

There is a clear difference established between what counts as cyber-trolling and what counts as 
cyber-stalking (Bishop, 2013a; Bishop, 2014d) . Cyber-trolling ranges from the posting of jokes and 
mischief making to the active searching for information or people on the Internet without intending to do 
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harm. Expressions include “trolling for newbies,” or “trolling the Web” respectively. Cyber-stalking on 
the other hand is often more menacing or threatening and usually always intended to cause harassment, 
alarm or distress. On most occasions cyber-trolling is legal and on nearly all occasions cyber-stalking is 
illegal. The grey areas relate to public figures. A newspaper whose readership dislikes Ed Miliband for 
instance will publish every day articles trying to discredit him or run him down. This may fall within the 
legal definition of harassment and stalking, in that Ed Miliband might not like what is written, but as a 
leader of a political party, and more generally a politician, he needs to be able to not let it affect him. He 
need only post one positive message on Twitter for someone to write “f—k off beaker,” which if done 
regularly by the same people, such that it is like a compulsion, it could meet the definition of harassment 
or stalking, even though Ed Miliband would likely accept it goes with the territory of being a politician.

MAIN STUDY

It has been argued that it is important to understand the public identities constructed by rape-callout 
trollers, how the language they use described them culturally, their role in society and perceived justifi-
cations for their behaviour (Hardaker, 2013). To achieve this, the posts of a number of Twitter users are 
investigated in terms of their narrative structure. It is necessary to explain whether the actions of rape 
callout trollers in relation to rape threats is part of a series of hateful messages in general, and whether 
they take part in other forms of joint enterprise against figures, such as for misogynistic reasons (Harda-
ker, 2013). To do this the extent to which Twitter users collaborate with others or repeat their behaviour 
is investigated. The question has also arisen with regards to why rape callout trollers do what they do, 
including the linguistic properties of their posts and the social context in which these occur and the 
intentions of these trollers in making the posts they do (Hardaker, 2013). To investigate the avatars and 
other representations expressed by the Twitter users were investigated.

Methodology

The methodology of the chapter is a document analysis. The document in question was Twitter – which 
could be considered a media-text in its own right – and through the search querying interface a number 
of tweets were called upon for investigation.

Identity and Intention

The terms searched for on the platform are presented in Table 1, which include reference to the original 
messages that were sent to Caroline Criado-Perez by Isabella Sorley, who was convicted for trolling, 
in part because of what Criado-Perez called “lasting psychological effects.” In other words, because 
Criado-Perez was able to convince the court she suffered from psychiatric injury via her own unaided 
senses, which goes contrary to the judgement in Alcock v Chief Constable of South Yorkshire Police. 
Isabella Sorely is now without a job and struggling to get on in life.

The claim that because women “live longer than men, give birth, and endure pain bravely” therefore 
means they are not the “weaker sex” (Haskell, 1975) does not apply in case of Caroline Criado-Perez. 
This clearly shows that linking strength to the sex or gender of a person, is totally inappropriate. Indeed, 
it is the case that each person has a different level of fortitude to be able to cope with Internet trolling 
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such as rape-threats (Bishop, 2014c) . It might therefore be the case that the reason Isabella Sorley is now 
without a career is because Caroline Criado-Perez lacks what should be expected of someone always in 
the public eye, and indeed seeking media attention.

This study also considers the identity and intention of those who post rape-threat messages, which is 
not simply to cause harm as Criado-Perez might think. As discussed earlier, cyber-stalking is a higher 
severity than cyber-trolling, and one should expect someone in the limelight like Caroline Criado-Perez 
to cope with all but the most severe kind, which is based on credible threats as opposed to empty ones 
like those made by Isabella Sorley in Table 1. Whilst both involve looking others up and then posting to 
them, cyber-stalking is designed to cause apprehension, whereas cyber-trolling can be done for mutual 
entertainment or harmless banter. Table 2 shows some of the names for the way users portray themselves 
on the Internet in terms of their identity, and the reasons for their posts in terms of the intentions.

Table 1. The original messages sent to Caroline Criado-Perez and extracted search terms

No. Original Search Term

1 Rape is the least of your worries. I’ll rape you, you will be raped, I will rape you

2 I will find you, and you do not want to know what I’ll 
do when I do

I will find you

3 Rape? I’d do a lot worse things than rape you. more than rape you, I’d do a lot worse things than

4 Die you worthless piece of crap die you worthless piece of crap

5 Go kill yourself go kill yourself

6 I’ve only just come out of prison and would happily do 
more time to see you buried

happy to see you buried

7 You’re pathetic. Go kill yourself before I do. you’re pathetic

Table 2. types of online community identity (stereotypes) and intention (relationship types) with emotions

Identity Type 
(Stereotype)

Intention Type 
(Relationship)

Example Emotions

Stranger Forbearer Afraid, discouraged, fear, fearful, loneliness, nervous, reserved, scared terrified

Catalyst First-Born Bored, fatigued, rusty, sleep, wise, detached

Chat Room Bob Fan Intoxicated, devoted, erotic, hopeful, merry, obscene, romantic, sexy

Rejector Failure Sadness, failure, depressed, despairing, distressed, embarrassed, gloom, guilty, helpless, 
horror, misery, regretful, sad, stress, suicide, unhappy, upset, pity.

Troll Fellow Happiness, enjoyment, happy, joy, joyful, mischief, silly, tease, wit

Big Man Frontman Critical, thoughtful, moral, rigid, rude, selfish, serious, sceptical, thought, snob

Orthodox Friend Neutral, friendly, impressed, natural, nice, pleasure, relaxed, satisfied

Snert Foe Disgust, disdainful, disgusted, hostile, jealousy, menace, insecure, nasty obnoxious, 
rejected, resent

Assiduous Fixer Cheerful, elated, excitement, lively, optimism, triumphant

Vanguard Freethinker Aggressive, disgusted, ridicule

Dangerous Fighter Anger, anger, enraged, displeased, hate, hatred, hurt, outrage, rage, scornful, scorn, 
violent

Timid Family Surprise, grateful, kind, kindness, repentant, reverent, startled, subdued, thoughtful, 
timid, warmth, sissy
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Language and Narrative Structure

The study looks at the role of language in the narrative structure of posts where threats of rape, or oth-
erwise expressions of stalking, are present. Table 3 shows the process in which narratives constructed 
through weblogs take (Bishop, 2013c). It is an assumption of this chapter that Twitter resembles more 
of a synchronous chat-platform than a blog, including because anyone can start a discussion at any time. 
The premise is that any post could contain any of the forms of narrative in Table 3 and synchronous 
discussions do not have to follow any particular sequence, nor cover all the types of narrative in any 
given sequence.

Table 3. The narrative structure of posts to online communities (temporary)

Narrative Stage Description

Provocation There is a spark that makes someone want to post a message. This provokes someone into seizing the 
opportunity to make a contribution.

Awareness Someone who has been incentivised to post will attempt to gain an awareness of what happened to 
understand it better

Realisation Someone with an awareness of how a situation affects them will realise its wider impacts on them, such as 
its relevance

Reaction There are some people who will react straight away to a situation, often not appreciating the consequences 
of their actions.

Organisation It is often the case that after planning what one wants to say or do, one doubts the benefits. Weighing up 
pros and cons of a situation can be helpful in deciding what to communicate.

Testimony Someone with a full awareness of a situation from both their point of view and others can explain a 
considered opinion, often taking into account not only their own views, but others’ also.

Table 4. Types of posting and interface cues and how they manifest on Twitter.

Stimulus Type 
(Post Type)

Interface Cues Descriptions and Manifestations

Social 
(Snacking)

Group identity, 
fun, love

Snacking is where users post short bursts or information and consume a lot of others’ as well. On 
Twitter this is common as users are fed various comments to which they may respond to one or 
more of. Not all snacking is positive, but it is usually always in response to something.

Emotional 
(Mobiling)

Punishments, 
rewards

Mobiling derives from the fact that mobile devices can result in highly emotive reactions due to 
lack of access to complete information. This is also a problem on Twitter because 140 character 
tweets make miscommunications common.

Cognitive 
(Trolling)

Levels, learning, 
points

Trolling is often done for the entertainment of the poster regardless of the reader. On Twitter, 
those who do trolling will get satisfaction out of getting lots of favourites or retweets for making 
controversial comments.

Physical 
(Flooding)

Power, mastery Flooding is done by people who want lots of people to know about a specific thing. Mass posting 
may be done to prove to others they do not have control over the poster. On Twitter putting a 
period before the ‘@’ symbol of a person’s name sends it to all their followers.

Visual 
(Spamming)

Leader-boards, 
badges

Spamming is generally thought of people wanting to push services people do not want. But 
equally it can include people who want to share certain posts they are interested, to self-promote 
their own postings, or get lots of likes or retweets.

Relaxational 
(Lurking)

Meaning, 
autonomy

Lurking might be seen to apply to posts where they are not a reply to another post, but appear to 
come from nowhere, or in other words directly from a thoughts of a user who read or experienced 
something others reading did not. Such commenting is common on Twitter.
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Intensity and Collaboration

The study also looks at the intensity of posts made by so-called trolls, and any form of collaboration 
that exists between them. Table 4 shows the type of postings that exists, the clues of their existence, and 
examples of how they manifest on Twitter in particular.

Perhaps the more common form of message posted in an online discussion group are those in the 
form of snacking. Messages based on snacking are done by people who read content and then comment 
based on it (Bishop, 2013c). Snaking is therefore, mostly done in response to something, regardless of 
whether the event started online or offline.

A passionate form of posting to online communities is Mobiling, which is usually done for emotional 
reasons (Bishop, 2013c). Mobiling is so named because when using a mobile device, such as a smart-
phone, it is often difficult to gain the full context of a situation, leading to rash and impulsive decisions. 
Such decisions are usually regretted.

Flooding is the repeated posting of messages to an online platform is often done as part of a stalking 
campaign, such as for revenge (Williams, 2006). At its most innocent it involves posting one’s point of 
view to multiple channels (Bishop, 2013c).

As recently as 2006, the posting of abusive messages in text form, namely flaming, were not as much 
of a problem of posting them in a more graphical sense, namely spamming (Williams, 2006). The term 
trolling, which involves the posting of a message that requires a degree of thought to avoid its intentions 
being obvious to novices, was not really a problem until the 2010s, when its clear difference with flam-
ing became blurred (Bishop, 2014e) .

The term lurking may conjure up images of predators to some, but in online communities it often 
refers to someone on the periphery, whom are not participating visibility in any conversations (Bishop, 
2007; Bishop, 2013c; Nonnecke & Preece, 2000; Nonnecke & Preece, 2001; Preece, Nonnecke, & 
Andrews, 2004) . The term is perhaps going through somewhat of a redefinition, to refer to those who 
contribute in other ways, such as reporting abusive content, clicking on advertisements, and voting in 
polls, all which impact the running of a community. When thought in terms of cyber-stalking, however, 
a Stranger will be actively monitoring someone, including collecting information on them for use in 
ways that are not in their interests. An example is where someone may monitor academic newsgroups 
waiting for someone to speak about someone they want to harass, in order to provide them with the op-
portunity to do so (Bishop, 2007).

Findings

A total of 86 records were collated for analysis, which on the whole provide strong evidence in support 
of the issues in relation to rape-threats raised by (Hardaker, 2013).

Intention of Trolls

The question as to why rape callout trollers do what they do, including the linguistic properties of their 
posts and the social context in which these occur and the intentions of these trollers in making the posts 
they do is an important one (Hardaker, 2013). Table 5 shows the search terms, the number found and 
the percentage each string has in regards to the total observations made. To further understand this, the 
identities and intentions of the user are investigated.
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“I’ll Rape You”

In terms of the “I’ll rape you” string, there was a clear trend showing that rape-threats were not usually 
used to be menacing, but humourous. The distribution of these among the identity and intention types 
are in Table 6.

Table 6 shows that a plurality exists among those who identify as Orthodox have the corresponding 
intention type of Friend. If one considers the example, “@nathan__powell I’ll rape you boy” which 
existed in a conversation between friends, the claim that all rape-threats are menacing is fallacious. One 
might argue that just because Caroline Criado-Perez cannot cope with unpleasant statements it should 
not mean people posting rape threats for fun should be prosecuted.

Table 7 shows that with the small data set available there is no clear correlation between those with 
an Vanguard identity and their intention in posting. The Vanguard usually posts things to destroy oth-
ers’ self-concept, especially with regards to religion. It might explain why Fighter and Fixer came up 
as being connected.

Table 5. Numbers (n) of observations and their respective quantity (%)

String n %

I will rape you 36 41.9

I will find you 11 12.8

I’ll more than rape you 6 7.0

Die you worthless piece of crap 10 11.6

Go kill yourself 10 11.6

Happy to see you buried 3 3.5

You’re pathetic 10 11.6

Table 6. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (mixed identities)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Exotic / Fan 4 11.1

Orthodox / Friend 6 16.7

None / Freethinker 1 2.8

Dangerous / Freethinker 1 2.8

Timid / Friend 1 2.8

Table 7. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (Vanguard)

Identity / Intention Types n Percent

Vanguard / Fighter 1 2.8

Vanguard / Family 1 2.8

Vanguard / Fixer 1 2.8
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Table 8 shows that with the small data set available there is no significant correlation between those with 
an Assiduous identity and their intention in posting. The fact the pairs are Freethinker, Big Man and Timid 
suggests that the Assiduous posters are less aggressive in their postings, even if they are clear and concise.

Table 9 shows that with the small data set available there is no clear correlation between those with 
an Orthodox identity and their intention in posting. It does show, however, that of those sampled, the 
Orthodox are not the friendly people they are often portrayed as being. Their posts resemble those who 
want to take the lead and assert their beliefs.

Table 10 shows that there is no clear correlation between those with a Stranger identity and their 
intention in posting. It does show, however, the Stranger is much more sociable than expected.

Table 11 shows that a number of those with the identity of Catalyst have the Freethinker intention when 
posting. The example “If you vote against #AAP you will be raped! Right @ArvindKejriwal ji? #Kejriwal-
TaughtMe #MufflerMan #” shows how the rape threat is used to exaggerate a problem they have identified.

Table 8. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (Assiduous) 

Identity / Intention Types n Percent

Assiduous / Freethinker 1 2.8

Assiduous / Big Man 1 2.8

Assiduous / Timid 1 2.8

Table 9. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (Orthodox)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Orthodox /None 1 2.8

Orthodox / Fighter 1 2.8

Orthodox / Freethinker 2 5.6

Orthodox / Frontman 2 5.6

Table 10. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (Stranger)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Stranger / None 1 2.8

Stranger / Freethinker 2 5.6

Stranger / Fan 1 2.8

Stranger / Friend 2 5.6

Stranger / Fellow 2 5.6

Table 11. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll rape you’ (Catalyst)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Catalyst / Freethinker 2 5.6

Catalyst / Fixer 1 2.8
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“I Will Find You”

Table 12. shows that for the string, “I will find you” the most dominate type of identity is Orthodox 
(n=5), with Exotic (n=1), Vanguard (n=1) and Stranger (n=1) making up the rest in Table 12.

Table 12 shows that as with the phrase “I will find you” plurality of those using the phrase “I will 
find you” identify as Orthodox and have the corresponding intention type of Friend. “@sixurgent If you 
do it I will find you and then fmfj” is a typical post for this phrase, as it comes from a conversation with 
a user about to leave the community.

Table 13 shows that there is no clear correlation between any other identity and intention type. However, 
it does show that Strangers, Timids and Exotics are often likely to use the same language, namely as Fans.

“I’ll More Than Rape You”

Table 14 shows the identity and intention types for the ‘I’ll more than rape you’ string. It shows 2 Van-
guards, two Orthodox, a Stanger and a Rejector.

Table 12. Identity and intention types for ‘I will find you’ (Orthodox)

Identity / Intention Type n % of N

Orthodox / Fighter 1 9.1

Orthodox / Freethinker 1 9.1

Orthodox / Fan 1 9.1

Orthodox / Friend 2 18.2

Table 13. Identity and intention types for ‘I will find you’ (various)

Identity / Intention Type n % of N

Exotic / Fan 1 9.1

Vanguard / Family 1 9.1

Stranger / Fan 1 9.1

Timid / Fan 1 9.1

Rejector / Friend 1 9.1

Assiduous / Fixer 1 9.1

Table 14. Identity and intention types for ‘I’ll more than rape you’ (various)

Identity / Intention Types Frequency Percent

Vanguard / Freethinker 2 33.3

Orthodox / Friend 1 16.7

Orthodox / Failure 1 16.7

Stranger / Friend 1 16.7

Rejector / Fan 1 16.7
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Table 14 shows that a plurality of the posters using the phrase more than rape you with the Vanguard 
identity having the freethinker intention.“@ayekayesa: @CCriadoPerez rape?! I’d do a lot worse things 
than rape you!!” You are in” is a typical post for this pairing, where the intention is to frighten those 
with what they perceive as undesirable views.

“Die You Worthless Piece of Crap”

The ‘die you worthless piece of crape’ generated equal numbers of Rejectors and Orthodox (n=3), as 
well as Catalysts (n=2), Stranger (n=1) and there was one that didn’t fit any.

Table 16 shows that a plurality of the posters using the phrase “Die you worthless piece of crap” with 
the Catalyst identity have the freethinker intention, but that more of the Orthodox and Rejectors use the 
phrase without a correlation to intention.

A typical Catalyst/freethinker looks like: “What sort of police state are we living in if you can’t say 
“die you worthless piece of crap” to a complete stranger? http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-25886026 …” 
This is a reference to the post by Isobella Sorley to Caroline Criado-Perez, showing that many Catalysts 
think the radical feminist went too far with her criminal complaints. “You are not my buddy. It would 
be great if you die. You worthless piece of crap.” is a more typical representation of the phrase overall, 
which is to show dissent to another’s opinion.

“Go Kill Yourself”

As can be seen from Table 17 there were a significant number of postings for ‘Go kill yourself’ by 
Orthodox users (n=4), followed by Rejectors (n=2). Others included Exotic (n=1), Stranger (n=1) and 
two were none.

Table 17 shows that a plurality of the posters using the phrase “Go Kill yourself” have the Orthodox 
identity, and there is a correlation both internally and externally with the Fan intention.“Kayne West go 
kill yourself” is a typical example of this type of post.

Table 15. Identity and intention types for ‘die you worthless piece of crap’ (Orthodox and Rejector)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Orthodox / Fan 1 10.0

Orthodox / Freethinker 1 10.0

Orthodox / Frontman 1 10.0

Rejector / Failure 1 10.0

Rejector / Friend 1 10.0

Rejector / Frontman 1 10.0

Table 16. Identity and intention types for ‘die you worthless piece of crap’ (various)

Identity / Intention Types n % of N

Catalyst / Freethinker 2 20.0

Stranger / Fighter 1 10.0

None / Freethinker 1 10.0
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“Happy to See You Buried”

Table 18 shows the outcome for posts in the category of ‘happy to see you buried. Table 18 shows that 
there are likely to be identity types paired with their equivalent intention type. For instance, Orthodox was 
paired with Friend and Catalyst was paired with Frontman. In this instance Rejector was paired with fan, 
which is not too unrelated. The opposite of a Rejector is a Chatroom Bob, whose intention type is Fan.

“You’re Pathetic”

As can be seen from Table 19, in terms of ‘you’re pathetic’ there is a mixed bag, but on the whole the 
identity type matches the intention type. A Catalyst has the narration style of a Frontman and an Orthodox 
has the narrator style of a Friend. Also featured in the table was the Rejector was paired with the Fan, 
as in the previous section. An example post is: “hahahaha you’re pathetic.”

Table 17. Identity and intention types for ‘go kill yourself’ (various)

Identity / Intention Type n % of N

Orthodox / Fan 3 30.0

Orthodox / Friend 1 10.0

Rejector / Fan 1 10.0

Rejector / Freethinker 1 10.0

Exotic / Fan 1 10.0

Stranger / Fan 1 10.0

None / Fan 1 10.0

None / Freethinker 1 10.0

Table 18. Identity and intention types for ‘happy to see you buried’ (various)

Identity / Intention Type n % of N

Orthodox / Friend 1 33.3

Rejector / Fan 1 33.3

Catalyst / Frontman 1 33.3

Table 19. Identity and intention types for ‘you’re pathetic’ (various)

Identity / Intention Type n % of N

Catalyst / Frontman 1 33.3

Orthodox / Friend 1 33.3

Rejector / Fan 1 33.3
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Intensity of Trolling, Language Use and Collaboration Between Trolls

It has been argued that it is important to understand the public identities constructed by rape-callout 
trollers, how the language they use described them culturally, their role in society and perceived justifi-
cations for their behaviour (Hardaker, 2013). It has also been argued that it will be necessary to explain 
whether the actions of rape callout trollers in relation to rape threats is part of a series of hateful mes-
sages in general, and whether they take part in other forms of joint enterprise against figures, such as 
for misogynistic reasons (Hardaker, 2013). This section does these things by looking at what provokes 
someone into making a rape-threat post and what the nature of that response is.

As can be seen from Table 20, the most posts made were social, followed by the emotional kind, cog-
nitive third and visual fourth. This is not surprising as on the one hand shows the term rape has become 
part of ‘social’ usage and not aggressive, as well as showing it can be emotional either way.

Social (Snacking)

Table 22 shows that plurality of Social or Snacking posts have a response type of reaction, with testimony 
in second place. This reflects theory, as it is expected that posts based on snacking are short bursts of 
what the poster deems relevant information, and in terms of testimony, social posts are meant to reflect 
anecdotal information rather than credible and rigorous content.

An example of such a reaction post is: “I met these guys by giving them the rest of my funnel cake 
lolol,” which on the one hand shows social information, whilst being ill-conceived also. Another state-
ment, “@brookelyn_leigh: “@_NikkiMinajj_: My sisters >>>>>>> yours . I just wish we all lived 
together again..” I’ll rape you “” is an example of a testimony post, as it relates to the experience of the 
poster and some meaning behind it.

Table 20. Types of stimuli identified in the data set

Stimuli n %

Social (Snacking) 9 10.5

Emotional (Mobiling) 8 9.3

Cognitive (Trolling) 4 4.7

Visual (Spamming) 2 2.3

Table 21. Types of response identified in the data set

Response n %

Provocation 30 34.88

Reaction 17 19.77

Realisation 10 11.63

Testimony 10 11.63

Awareness 9 10.47

Organisation 9 10.47

None 1 1.16
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Emotional (Mobiling)

Table 23 shows that the most posts in this emotional category are with testimony (n=3). This is not 
surprising as emotions are often expressed in words. Realisation and reaction were equal in terms of 
number (n=2), showing that in terms of emotions realisation and reaction are also important, which 
might appear obvious. Clearly awareness features because emotions can help people understand who 
they are and what they believe. 

An example of Emotional (Mobiling) posts in the category of testimony is” “@mlilleker @Mavis-
Stott No, I meant men. My point is men abuse women online, not the other way round. This is a male 
problem.” This is clearly a fallacious comment, as research has shown that men and women are equally 
likely to abuse each other, and in fact women have been Trolls traditionally (Bishop, 2008) and are mostly 
likely to do defriending (Bishop, 2013c).

Cognitive (Trolling)

Table 24 shows that in the case of cognitive posts, based around trolling, reaction is the most important 
fact (n=2) with there also being provocation (n=1) and organisation (n=1). This makes sense because the 
Frontman, also known as a ‘Big Man’ likes to keep order and will often react negative to those who have 
different opinions to them, because provoked to respond by a single post (Bishop, 2008; Bishop, 2013c).

Table 22. Response types of social (snacking)

Response Type n % of N

Reaction 4 44.4

Testimony 3 33.3

Provocation 1 11.1

Awareness 1 11.1

Table 23. Response types for emotional (mobiling)

Response Type n % of N

Testimony 3 37.5

Realisation 2 25.0

Reaction 2 25.0

Awareness 1 12.5

Table 24. Response types for cognitive (trolling)

Response Type n % of N

Reaction 2 50.0

Provocation 1 25.0

Organisation 1 25.0
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An example of reaction is the statement, “Don’t look now, but progressives are waging their own 
war against #science, Margaret Wente argues http://trib.al/UshlxkL via @GlobeDebate.” This suggests 
the person has strong views on science and politics, and will react negatively whenever they find that 
someone has expressed a dissenting point of view.

Visual (Spamming)

Table 25 shows that in terms of visual posts based on spamming that reaction (n=1) and testimony (n=1) 
are the main reasons why a person makes post.

An example of a reaction type of post in the area of spamming and visual is “@TMZ Michael Lohan 
to Dina Lohan -- STOP Saying I RAPED You ... Or Else http://tmz.me/ZHw9hE.” This shows that the 
person posting has a strong point of view on the topic and wants to make others aware of the fact, as has 
happened in relation to how people perceive and write about public figures [bishop].

TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING THE RISK 
OF RAPE-THREAT TROLLS TO SOCIAL MEDIA USERS

The current legal system in the United Kingdom is based around the requirement that to prove someone 
committed a criminal act it needs to be shown they knew what they were doing (mens rea) and they did 
what they are accused of doing (actus reus) with a standard of evidence beyond reasonable doubt. It was 
argued that with the experience of flow that can come from Internet use, the need to prove mens rea in 
the case of data misuse offences is redundant (Bishop, 2010), something confirmed in the case of DPP v 
Chambers (2012). It has therefore been argued that it would be more appropriate to use alternative legal 
tests, which this study has supported. Proving actus reus – that an offence occurred has been shown to 
be possible through the language of trolls, evident through the content and nature of motifs.

Proving pertinax reus – that the person has a history of committing an offence either against the same 
person or others – can be shown through the intensity of motifs. Proving malum reus – that the person 
harmed or knew they were going to harm – can be shown through motifs that have existed in the past, 
showing whether it could be foreseen that the poster knew they would cause gross offense. For instance 
a feminist posting misandrist comments about men would fall within the case of DPP v Collins. This 
case when applied states that if a sexist comment about men would likely offend people in the protected 
characteristic of man then an offense has occurred.

Table 25. Response types for visual (spamming)

Response Type n % of N

Reaction 1 50.0

Testimony 1 50.0
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IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This chapter has investigated the nature and extent of rape threats as they exist on Twitter. It has found 
that unlike is commonly thought, rape threats are not on the whole designed to intimidate or menace, but 
to have fun and light-hearted banter. This has implications for public policy makers who are quite happy 
to see people go to jail for posting rape-threats when they were drunk, namely Isabella Sorley. The use 
of the word ‘rape’ has changed from one that reflects a vile act against only women to not only cover 
all forms of unconsent sex, but many other contexts also. Future research will therefore have to look in 
more depth and the context around rape-threat postings, and what the core meanings are.

DISCUSSION

The term ‘rape’ has to date been one rarely used lightly, usually to refer to the assault by penetration of a 
woman, although many argue the term should equally apply to the sexual assault of men. As a technical 
term, one might therefore see rape to refer to the sexual interaction of another without their consent. In 
the United Kingdom there were a number of rape threats made to prominent public figures who identify 
feminists. It led to three people being jailed, namely Isabella Sorley, John Nimmo and Peter Nunn. This 
was at a time when the UK police had identified around 50,000 online sex offenders but said they could 
not all be prosecuted. The chapter found that the use of the term ‘rape,’ even as a threat, has been diluted 
from one which refers to an unconsented sexual assault to replace a number of verbs to reflect different 
intentions, but usually in a non-serious sense.

Table 26. Risk factors and false-positive warnings for rape-callout trolling using the trolling magnitude 
scale

TM Language (Actus Reus) Intensity (Pertinax Reus) Intention (Malum Reus)

1 Playtime 
(Cyber-trolling)

Saying “I’ll rape you” can be 
done light-heartedly, and so 
context needs to be considered.

If a person makes a rape-threat 
deemed offensive, then their prior 
posts should be inspected to see 
whether there has been malicious 
intent or otherwise.

The context of posts, who they 
were responding to need to be 
considered, as posting “I’ll rape 
you” could be affectionate, and not 
intended to harm.

2 Tactical 
(Cyber-trolling)

Saying “I’ll rape you” at the 
opportune moment could have 
the target in hysterics, being done 
to entertain and not harm

The regular posting of “I’ll rape 
you” can be consensual, such as 
between partners who deem ‘rape’ 
to mean having sex.

The posting of rape-threats could 
go too far, but if a person finds 
then acceptable at one point, it is 
unreasonable to expect them to 
know when is the right time.

3 Strategic 
(Cyber-stalking)

Genuine rape-threats are 
often posted to women as the 
term is associated with them. 
Considering how the user posts 
such messages – to harm or to 
entertain – is important.

The frequent posting of rape-
threats, such as every time 
a feminist posts something 
misandrist, could on the one hand 
be seen as harassment, but if the 
original post was offensive, then it 
might be expected.

The intention of posting at this 
level is important. Someone might 
for instance be posting rape-
threats to feminists who are being 
misandrist. Whilst unpleasant, they 
are reactions to a personal attack on 
them, such as if they are men.

4 Domination 
(Cyber-stalking)

Comments threatening rape are 
a problem if they are credible, 
or are part of a campaign of 
harassment.

The rapid and continuous posting of 
rape threats could be a problem if 
the person knows they are having a 
negative effect on their target.

The posting of a rape-threat to harm 
as part of a long-term campaign 
of harassment is a problem. It is 
only if the threats are credible 
or believed that action should be 
considered.
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The chapter investigated the use of rape threats and other threatening language based on those tweeted 
by these people to see the contexts in which they are used. It found that most rape and other threats 
made are done as a joke and not with any real malicious intent. It has been argued that hate crimes have 
a number of elements and posting messages online that could be menacing towards someone because 
of a group they belong to, such as rape-threats towards someone because they are a woman, can be seen 
to be a ‘hate crime.’

A recent BBC interview saw Sorley holding back laughs as she read out her tweets, shows she was not 
attempting to harm, but have a drunken laugh, as those tweets investigated in this chapter were intended 
by their posters. It is therefore necessary for the authorities to use the judgement in DPP v Chambers, 
known as the Twitter joke trial, to put trolling law on par with broadcasting law. Just because a rape threat 
is made, it does not mean it is intended to be menacing. Indeed, this chapter has provided significant 
evidence showing how posts are often meant humourously or jokingly, and not to cause apprehension, 
as required as a result of DPP v Chambers.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Feminist Studies: The critical study of women that assumes society is formed in such a way to give 
men an advantage over women and the purpose of feminist inquiry is to highlight this.

Joint Enterprise: In terms of Internet trolling, joint enterprise refers to the fact that trolls can sponta-
neously unite to target a specific individual. Joint enterprise is often triggered when a celebrity retweets 
a message to incite their followers to abuse the poster.

Rape: The imposition of a sexual act on another person without their informed consent. Various 
other uses of the term are use for humourous effect.

Twitter: Originally a short messaging service sharing platform, it is now used by trolls to target 
celebrities and others they dislike.

Women’s Studies: The critical study of women that assumes men and women are equal and seeks 
to understand the differences between women as opposed to simply those between men and woman as 
is the case with feminist studies.
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APPENDIX

This appendix provides tabulated versions of the data collected in relation to the visible identities and 
intentions of users. The tables available are: Table 27 Data for ‘I’ll rape you’, Table 28 Data for ‘I will 
find you’, Table 29 Data for ‘I’ll more than rape you’, Table 30 Data for ‘go kill yourself’, Table 31 Data 
for ‘happy to see you buried’, Table 32 Data for ‘you’re pathetic’.

RESPONSES TO STIMULI TYPES

The following tables are presented in this section for reference; Table 33 Social (Snacking), Table 34 
Emotional (Mobiling), Table 35 Cognitive (Trolling) and Table 36 Visual (Spamming).

Table 27. Data for ‘I’ll rape you’

String Identity (Avatar) Intention 
(Relationship)

Response Text

I will rape you Unavailable Freethinker go to skype, or else i will rape you @Mhoreet

I will rape you Dangerous Freethinker okno minwoo cabul “@itstopkidd: @ALPHABATKSY_ lets 
showering tgt and i will rape you my cheonsa”

I will rape you Vanguard Fighter @wowzer88: After my workout I will rape you fag boy

I will rape you Vanguard Family that time someone said to me ‘I will rape you’ as a joke. 
lol. LOL. YOU’RE FUNNY, I’M LAUGHING WE GOT A 
FUNNY GUY OVER HERE, REAL FUNNY GUY

I will rape you Vanguard Fixer Anette väike vend arvas et rape tähendab tapma ja siis ta 
röökis skype teel mulle “I will rape you” ma sain shoki @
mrs_nowhere

I will rape you Exotic Fan @ImScampi @The8thHawk scampi I will rape you

I will rape you Exotic Fan Cuma cabulin jeta lah “@ALPHABATKSY_: okno minwoo 
cabul “@itstopkidd: @ALPHABATKSY_ lets showering tgt 
and i will rape you my cheonsa””

I will rape you Exotic Fan oomf really overwhelms me . Like if I ever see you in person 
don’t touch me, I will rape you. Positively speaking.

I will rape you Exotic Fan 0

I will rape you Timid Friend Is it true ????? That as a visitor to San Francisco you will be 
Raped? By the Golden Gate Bridge district ? No cash & a ticket 
you get!

I’ll rape you Assiduous Freethinker “@OnZidanesFloor: @RapeIsntOkay @rvpisarapist fight me 
i’ll rape you” oh my friends will fight you with me

I’ll rape you Assiduous Frontman I’m a faggot robot I’ll rape you while you sleep

I’ll rape you Assiduous Family “@brookelyn_leigh: “@_NikkiMinajj_: My sisters >>>>>>> 
yours . I just wish we all lived together again..” I’ll rape you .” 
Whatttt???? Lmfao

I’ll rape you Orthodox Unavailable You know what holiday song seems creepy in retrospect? Bill 
Cosby’s “Baby, I’ll Rape You For Christmas”

I’ll rape you Orthodox Fighter You know what holiday song seems creepy in retrospect? Bill 
Cosby’s “Baby, I’ll Rape You For Christmas”

I’ll rape you Orthodox Freethinker Or else what? I’ll rape you? RT @TMZ Michael Lohan to Dina 
Lohan -- STOP Saying I RAPED You ... Or Else http://tmz.me/
ZHw9hE

continued on following page
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String Identity (Avatar) Intention 
(Relationship)

Response Text

I’ll rape you Orthodox Freethinker Jay|18|Gay ♂ I dont bite....Hard! Find me on INSTAGRAM 
&& Rape my follow button or I’ll rape you! Ok bye. #N0H8 
#HollywoodMade #PrettyBoySwagg #HipsterLove

I’ll rape you Orthodox Frontman What’s worse than a man reading erotica next to me on a train? 
A man reading bad erotica; “enough liao lah, if you’re drunk 
I’ll rape you.”

I’ll rape you Orthodox Frontman “@TheTigerTone: @DrChance239 OK I’ll rape you then”

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend @nathan__powell I’ll rape you boy

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend don’t friendzone me i’ll rape you uno

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend This is Marky. He’s the greatest person on this side of the 
universe. So rape his follow button or i’ll rape you. I LOVE 
YOUx MARKY. - Mattie

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend I’ll rape you. PLAIN & SIMPLE. IF you scream, I’ll Rape 
HARDER. #TeamFannyBandit #BootyGang.

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend “videogames have nothing to do with violence against women! 
Fuck you I’ll rape you!” -Every critque against the critique of 
misogyny in VGs

I’ll rape you Orthodox Friend Of course. I’m the fucking devil. You can’t spend the night, 
I’ll rape you. I’m pure evil. Your mom is so smart, I’m evil. 
Mwahafuckinghah.

I’ll rape you Stranger Unavailable I’m cool. Follow me. Or I’ll rape you -_- Because I’m cool. 
You’re stalking me if you see this. You stalk me. How do you 
feel? Peedo.

I’ll rape you Stranger Freethinker I’ll rape you, my friend

you will be raped Stranger Freethinker @GopLokumal you will be raped in hell

you will be raped Stranger Fellow Theres no real reason for what i do if you talk shit or dont 
comply to my commands you will be raped. Thats it.

you will be raped Stranger Fellow What I don’t want to hear from Twitter “If you have boobs, you 
will be raped by men.”

you will be raped Stranger Fan CIA you are not roku Dan you will be “raped” idled you 
interfere it’s like roku festooning your life

you will be raped Stranger Friend @meagxxxx This Is Why You Will Be Raped Someday ..

you will be raped Stranger Friend @carefreeCfc77 ; Support hair freedom. Fear ye not, that you 
will be raped if you show your Hair. Fight for the right to have 
HAIR FREEDOM.

you will be raped Troll Fighter @GDKJordie This has gone way to far you will be caught and 
you will be raped in prison:D

you will be raped Troll Fighter Goddd i will rape you if you dont come...nahh i will rape u 
even if you come but you will love it #WeNeedOTRAinGreece

you will be raped Catalyst Freethinker If you vote against #AAP you will be raped! Right @
ArvindKejriwal ji? #KejriwalTaughtMe #MufflerMan #

you will be raped Orthodox Friend Looks like a threat @blacknright: @bassem_masri I am going 
to find you and settle this. You WILL be raped on tape and you 
will not like it.

Table 27. Continued
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Table 29. Data for ‘I’ll more than rape you’

String Identity (Troller) Intention 
(Relationship)

Tweet Text

more than rape you Vanguard Freethinker IF I EAT THE PUSSY AN YOU DONT LET ME FUCK 
IMA DO MORE THAN RAPE YOU IMA KILL YOU

I’d do a lot worse things 
than

Vanguard Freethinker “@ayekayesa: @CCriadoPerez rape?! I’d do a lot worse 
things than rape you!!” You are in

I’d do a lot worse things 
than

Rejector Fan @ameerawr @barratt249 I’d do a lot worse things than eat 
a tesco burger than Orthodox with the tampon girl

I’d do a lot worse things 
than

Orthodox Failure I’d do a lot worse things than I already do if I didn’t have 
friends & family that cared so much

I’d do a lot worse things 
than

Orthodox Friend @FonkyChris course. I’d do a lot worse things than that

I’d do a lot worse things 
than

Stranger Friend @iGetMoorehead I’d do a lot worse things than that for 
bacon

Table 28. Data for ‘I will find you’

String Identity 
(Troller)

Intention 
(Relationship)

Tweet Text

I will find you Vanguard Family @TheRetailGay Nu. Pls nu. Don’t do it:(I will find you and 
slap that knife or whatever the fuck out of your hand if I have 
to

I will find you Rejector Friend And if you lose yourself I will find you still 23:55:00 from 
2014:v

I will find you Timid Fan @DanBPayne I don’t know who this was, but I will find you, 
and I will kill you

I will find you Assiduous Fixer I will find you and love you just like you want me to! 
#jammin

I will find you Orthodox Fighter @MissShardayKimK @KimKGameGifter SHUT UP OR I 
WILL FIND YOU IN REAL LIFE I KNOW WHUT YOU 
LOOK LIKE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I will find you Orthodox Freethinker If you try to talk to bae (ex. DM, text, mention, 
call, ft, email, emoji games, emoji) you will 
be on my hit list and I will find you.

I will find you Orthodox Fan To that person: I will look for you, I will find you, and I will 
kill you, Liam Neeson style. Good luck.

I will find you Orthodox Fan I will find you and kill you 

I will find you Orthodox Friend @sixurgent If you do it I will find you and then fmfj

I will find you Stranger Fan If you ever invite me again to any #game..farm..saga..cruch..I 
will find you and I will kill you!
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Table 30. Data for ‘go kill yourself’

String Identity 
(Troller)

Intention 
(Relationship)

Tweet Text

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Unavailable Freethinker What sort of police state are we living in if you can’t say “die you worthless 
piece of crap” to a complete stranger? http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-
25886026 …

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Rejector Frontman Got to love a Lords report that opens with the gambit “Fuck off and die 
you worthless piece of crap” http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/
ld201415/ldselect/ldcomuni/37/3703.htm …

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Rejector Failure Just die you worthless piece of crap. I don’t deserve the right to live.

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Rejector Friend You are not my buddy. It would be great if you die. You worthless piece of 
crap.

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Orthodox Freethinker Go die you worthless piece of crap no one wants you here (I was given this 
threat)

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Orthodox Frontman Gold “@gwire: Got to love a Lords report that opens with the gambit 
“Fuck off and die you worthless piece of crap” http://www.publications.
parliament.uk/pa/ld201415/ldselect/ldcomuni/37/3703.htm …”

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Orthodox Fan @JacobAngelovski WHAT THE ACTUAL FUCK I FUCKING HATE 
YOU I HOPE YOU DIE YOU WORTHLESS PIECE OF CRAP U DONT 
DESERVE A FOLLOW FROM THE QUEEN

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Stranger Fighter @billybragg So I imagined Isabel Sorley getting a 12week jail sentence for 
threatening Criado Perez i.e “die you worthless piece of crap”

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Catalyst Freethinker @stellacreasy For your information, moron, saying, “Fuck off and die you 
worthless piece of crap” is not a threat but an injunction.

die you 
worthless piece 
of crap

Catalyst Freethinker ....Saying, “Fuck off and die, you worthless piece of crap” is not a threat, 
it’s an injunction. Was the jury illiterate?

go kill yourself Unavailable Freethinker I’ve seen at least three comments today saying ‘go kill yourself’ on three 
different videos from three different people.

go kill yourself Unavailable Fan @CriggsUzarek GO KILL YOURSELF

go kill yourself Rejector Freethinker Mom: I’m about to go workout, sooooo if anybody needs me .... Go kill 
yourself Us: nigga what 

go kill yourself Rejector Fan I Got A Girlfriend, You Mad? If So, Go Kill Yourself

go kill yourself Exotic Fan @DougGuller youre a fucking idiot, you sexist selfish pig. go kill yourself.

go kill yourself Orthodox Fan Kayne West go kill yourself

go kill yourself Orthodox Fan Go kill yourself

go kill yourself Orthodox Fan Now you can go kill yourself

go kill yourself Orthodox Friend @RazorNomNom: @MuffyCx I was there you fishy ass vagina licking 
muther fucker.....on a steek. 

go kill yourself Stranger Fan Def too much. RT @markschlereth: Seems a bit extreme “@8Megatr0n1: 
@markschlereth preseason games count you fat #@&$ go kill yourself”
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Table 31. Data for ‘happy to see you buried’

String Identity 
(Troller)

Intention 
(Relationship)

Tweet Text

happy to see you buried Rejector Fan I would be happy to see you buried!

happy to see you buried Orthodox Friend @meowitslucy yeah I got your text at 5 in the morning or 
something. I was so happy to see you buried underneath 
you duvet!

happy to see you buried Catalyst Frontman @globeandmail @GlobeDebate I guess Margaret’s happy 
to see you buried the Alberta pipeline spill under “Report 
on Business”...

Table 32. Data for ‘you’re pathetic’

String Identity 
(Troller)

Intention 
(Relationship)

Tweet Text

you’re pathetic Rejector Frontman @ISIS_OneOsama @HakoonaMufassir @DareToCone @UnitedBelief 
What? No sense again, you’re pathetic. Uneducated Indian faggot.

you’re pathetic Rejector Frontman RT @UnionCollec7ive: wings scotland. You’re pathetic. Your attacks on 
labour are a joke. Tories are enemy, not labour. You hatred for labour

you’re pathetic Exotic Failure LOL you really had the nerve to call me??? You’re pathetic.

you’re pathetic Exotic Fan You’re pathetic @AlbertBreer

you’re pathetic Orthodox Failure you’re pathetic, it’s honestly sad

you’re pathetic Orthodox Failure @carterreynolds you’re pathetic

you’re pathetic Orthodox Fan You’re pathetic. Just because you can’t see someone everyday isn’t a 
reason to cry and throw a fit

you’re pathetic Orthodox Friend You know you’re pathetic when you wake up and see that your phone 
charger is packed with melted chocolate... I don’t know how that happens!

you’re pathetic Orthodox Friend hahahaha you’re pathetic

you’re pathetic Stranger Freethinker @_alysaaa @thehannahfaught you’re pathetic. If you’re gonna say you’re 
done, stay done. Nobody gives a shit. You’re 5 minutes of fame is up

Table 33. Social (Snacking)

Narrative Type Narrative Text

Reaction @ALPHABATKSY_ lets showering tgt and i will rape you my cheonsa

Testimony @wowzer88: After my workout I will rape you fag boy

Reaction @brookelyn_leigh: “@_NikkiMinajj_: My sisters >>>>>>> yours . I just wish we all lived together again..” 
I’ll rape you .”

Reaction I met these guys by giving them the rest of my funnel cake lolol

Reaction @DrChance239 OK I’ll rape you then

Testimony @jasonc0203 I hope Clemson rapes duke

Provocation @ALPHABATKSY_: okno minwoo cabul ”@itstopkidd: @ALPHABATKSY_ lets showering tgt and i will 
rape you my cheonsa

Awareness @sampottorff @GOLDENthe24k DONE

Testimony @TillyByFrances oh no, I’m so sorry! I texted you but I guess your silly phone didn’t let you see it:(
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Table 34. Emotional (Mobiling)

Narrative Type Narrative Text

Reaction @OnZidanesFloor: @RapeIsntOkay @rvpisarapist fight me i’ll rape you

Realisation @bassem_masri I am going to find you and settle this. You WILL be raped on tape and you will not like it.

Reaction I’m going to go cut my wrist and lay in a warm bath. 

Realisation i dont like you

Awareness I’m posting a bunch of tweets so when I leave yall have something to remember me by

Testimony @CCriadoPerez rape?! I’d do a lot worse things than rape you!!” You are in

Testimony @mlilleker @MavisStott No, I meant men. My point is men abuse women online, not the other way round. 
This is a male problem.

Testimony @markschlereth: Seems a bit extreme “@8Megatr0n1: @markschlereth preseason games count you fat 
#@&$ go kill yourself

Table 35. Cognitive (Trolling)

Narrative Type Narrative Text

Reaction @The8thHawk they need to go to sleep imo

Organisation @barratt249 @beaniy_upps is rather eat a Tesco burger than Orthodox with beanshit

Reaction Don’t look now, but progressives are waging their own war against #science, Margaret Wente argues 
http://trib.al/UshlxkL via @GlobeDebate

Provocation I don’t give a fuck, we’re speaking English here so learn you uneducated retard.

Table 36. Visual (Spamming)

Narrative Type Narrative Text

Reaction @TMZ Michael Lohan to Dina Lohan -- STOP Saying I RAPED You ... Or Else http://tmz.me/
ZHw9hE

Testimony  pic.twitter.com/eYyk9Lzm6y




